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A 6EEc WREB H DIEFgRen©g
People  traditionally exchange  gifts  at this  time  of

year,  and  the  people  at  Schneiders can  be  as  tra-
ditional as anyone.   However,  you may find some
of the following gifts a little unconventional:-

Purchasing  Manager  John  Schneider  would  give
Randy  Keller  time  off  to  get  a  haircut  .  .  .  from
Julie Gross to the superintendents - the ability to
keep on smiling .  .  . Henry Beben would give Jack
Curran,  general  manager  of  JMS  Manitoba,  365
cravats - one  to wear with every suit  .  .  .  AI Sa-
vela, traffic manager in our Winnipeg office, would

present   Sales   Manager   Jack   Rafferty   with   12
months of summer "so that he would go away and
play golf every day, and keep out of my hair" .  .  .
Anne Poetker gives her boss, Harold Blake, a tape
recorder,  "because  he goes on and on  and on  .  .  .
and to  Ralph  Misener,  who loves  a  good cigar,  a
book on anti-pollution.

To all the  office  services  staff from  mail  girl  Iola
Nentwig, "an extra 5 hours in every day and a pair
of  roller  skates"  .  .  .  Bob  Cassidy  would  give  to
every foreman happiness - "if they have that, then
everything falls into place."

A  group  of  employees  in  Sausage  Stuffing  said
they would prefer to  see what their foreman,  Mat
Theis,  gives  them  before  committing  themselves
.  .  .  but Dorothy Witmer  in Luncheon  Slicing has

no such hesitation.   She wishes she could give Gary
Sippel,  assistant  foreman,  the  gift  of  time-10
p.in.  every  night.   "That's  when  he's  happiest,  it's
close to quitting time!"

Ray Hockin  would give his  boss,  John Schneider,
an  extra  set  of  ears,  "so  that  he  can  hear  all  the

people who talk to him at one time."

Switchb,oard   operator   Mary   Moore   wishes    to
everyone  who calls  goodwill  and friendship  in  the
true  Christmas  spirit  .  .  .  from  Bill  Van  Heugten
to all the SEA stewards .  . . "a trip out West so they
could  see  some  of the  things  we  are  doing there."

The gift we would all love comes from Advertising
Manager Henry Bergen, who gives to us all a paid
holiday anywhere in the world.

There's a lot of thought behind Ken Murray's gift
to every employee - "To assist in maintaining and
fostering a climate in our company which protects
the  dignity of each person and enables  employees
to  develop  a  sense  of  pride  in  and  loyalty  to  the
organization."

Since  it's Christmas,  let's  give the  last  word to the
editor  -  a  beautifully  packaged  `thank  you'  to
everyone for reading the Dutch Girl and Jobhold-
ers all year long.



Our customers keep us in Business         dy shirley hansen
Our `famous for quality' slogan is more than just a
slogan. It's one of the concepts that keeps both our-
selves  and  our  customers  in  business,  but  neither
they  nor  Schneiders  would  stay  long  in  business
without a lot more than slogans and concepts.

George Jeffery is one of our customers.  Something
of a rarity in the age of conglomerates and chains,
George is an independant merchant whose business
goes one way only - up.

-`,?±!

Jeffery's Food Market has been on Bayview Ave-
nue in Toronto for 26 years, and some Of George's
customers  have  been  shopping  there  for  most  Of
that time. Many of them ask for Schneider products
by name.

George  says  he can't compete  with  the chains,  so
he  doesn't  try.    Instead,  he  and  his  staff  of  four
offer customers something else - personal service
and lots of it.

Many  customers  are  addressed  by  name  as  they
come  into the  store,  time  is  taken to  discuss  their
requirements;  a  certain  cut  may  be  suggested  for
a menu -
``You had beef last week, how  about some of  this

fresh spring lamb for a change?"

George  runs  monthly  charge  accounts  and  gives
same day,.free delivery service to customers calling
in before  12.30.

If there are not too many other people waiting to
be  served,  the  door  is  opened  for  customers  as
they leave.

These little extra touches show the customers that
they are important to Jeffery's Food Market.

Our customers are equally important to us.  We too
have  products  and  services to keep  them  coming
back again and again:-
- The care our beef and hog buyers  take  to be

sure we get the best livestcok for the right price.

- The care we take to prepare our products with
consistent flavour  and quality.   (George  stocks
exclusively  Schneiders  bacon,  luncheon  meats,
cooked ham, summer sausage and bologna).



- The care  we  take  in  packing and despatching
the  order  so  that  our  customer  gets  what  he
wants, when he wants it.   (A JMS truck arrives
at  the  back  door of the market every  Tuesday
morning  at   11.    George  says  the  drivers  may
change  but  one  thing  doesn't -their  cheerful
and polite manner.)

-The care we put into developing new products
and maintaining the quality of our present lines.
(We  will  market from  15 -20 new products  in
a year.)

Jeffery's  Meat Market bought  over 25,000 lbs.  of
product from Schneiders last year, and each one of
us has had  a hand in the  system that saw the  raw
material  arrive  at  our  back  door,  be  processed  in
the  plant  and  leave  by the  front.   Each  one of us
is important to the  organization in  a very particu-
lar way.

Let's keep on keeping George in business.

THE IDEA PEOPLE
$205.40 to Victor Osolnik, poultry

97.50 to Sebastian S¢hcenhoeffer, hide cellar

93.00 to Charles Losier,  hog kill  (October
"Suggestion of the Month")

39.70 to Bob Thomson, maintenance

16.00 to Robert Sutherland, pork cut

15.00 to Ray Eby, sizzlers

15.00 to Francis Bergman, sizzlers

15.00 to Gordon MCKnight, maintenance

15.00 to Russell Siebert, order fill #1

10.00 to Grant Thomas,loading and assembly

10.00 to Catherine Knipfel, luncheon slicing

10.00 to Gerry Schnarr, computer operations

10.00 to John Hendry, beef boning

10.00 to Colin England, Ayr maintenance

10.00 to Richard Hodge, beef kill

10.00 to AI Strack, desi.en engineering

A suggestion award plan pen went to George Fast,
sizzlers.



Nutritionbyjackporteous
How Many Calories Do We Need?

People  who  have  had to  diet  or  who  must  watch
their weight  are familiar with "counting calories",
and we have all seen tables or charts that show the
calorie content of various foods.   Our daily intake
of calories is  important to  a balanced diet as they
supply us with food energy.

The calorie is simply a unit of measurement Of en-
ergy requirement.   The human body requires food
energy  in  order  to  function  properly,  to  replace
body tissue, for growth and for physical activity as
well as other needs.   Recommended figures for the
number Of calories required per day represent aver-
age  figures  more  closely  than  do  those  for  other
nutrients.   This  is  done  because  of  the  recognized

problems  of  the  harm  that  can  be  caused  by  an
excessive  calorie  intake.   For  any  individual,  the

Fig.  #1.     Calories:  Daily Recommendations.

best way to be  sure of proper calorie  intake  is  by
maintaining proper  weight  if  you are  an  adult,  or
support of normal growth for a child or adolescent.

Caloric requirements are influenced by various fac-
tors  such  as  body  size  or  weight,  amount  of  acti-
vity,  stress,  age and climatic conditions.   Of these,
body size or weight is the most  important.   Differ-
ences in caloric requirements between the sexes are
largely due to differences in size and activity.

Calories  are  supplied  in the  diet by three different
nutrients.    These  are  proteins,  fats  and  carbohy-
drates (sugars),  so meat and meat products are ex-
cellent  sources  of  this  food  energy  and  should  bc
included in the diet at least once a day.

The daily recommended calorie  intake for average

people  is  shown  in  the  accompanying chart.
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sanitation  by bob tiffin  carelessnessvs.Bonus
Eating Raw Pork ls Like Playing Russian Roulette
"Trichinosis"  has  hung  like  the  "Sword  of  Da-

macles" over the pork industry since the discovery
in  1859  that  trichinous  pork  could  cause  severe
and fatal disease in man.

Trichinosis  is  a  parasitic  infection  caused  by  eat-
ing  raw  or  improperly  cooked  pork  products.   It
is  caused  by  a  Nematode  parasite  called  Trichin-
eua spiralis which is a natural parasite of swine.

Humans  contact  the  disease  when  they  consume
the  meat  from  infected  hogs.     The  parasites  are
found  in  the  muscle  Of  hogs  and  emerge  in  the
human  intestines,  where  they  mate  and  produce
thousands  of  small  parasites.     These   invade  the
body and locate in muscle areas like the diaphragm,
skeletal  muscles,  heart,  etc.   These  parasites cause
severe  damage  to  the  intestines  and  all  muscles
where  they finally locate.   If the  infection  is  great
enough, they will cause death.

One person purchased raw sausage meat and divid-
ed  it  up  into two  one-pound packages.   He  had  a
habit  of  chewing  his  fingemails  and  since  he  ne-

91ected  to  wash  his  hands  he  became   infected.
Obviously,  if one  may become infected from such
a small amount, the danger becomes much greater
from eating raw pork.

In Europe, each hog slaughtered is inspected under
the  microscope to ensure trichinosis free meat.   In
this  way  Trichinosis  has  been  almost  eliminated
and,  in  fact,  raw  pork  in  Germany  is  quite  safe
to eat.

In   America   this   approach   has   not   been   taken.
Trichinosis  infected  hogs  have  almost  been  elim-
inated  by  modem  management  methods  and  out-
1awing the feeding of raw garbage.   Ho\`'ever, some
hogs  will  still  be  infected  and  the  government  has
chosen to try to educate people to cook pork thor-
oughly prior to eating.

The  prevalence  of Trichinosis  in  grain  fed hogs  is
only  0.1   per  cent.    All  processed  product  from
our plant is entirely safe to eat because of the pro-
cessing methods and cooking temperatures we use.
However, raw pork that we cook at home must be
cooked to  137°F. to ensure its safety,

Through our Suggestion Plan  and safcty  improve-
ments,  J.  M.  Schneid6r  as  a  company  and  we  as
employees  enjoy  a high standard of living in qual-
ity  and  profit.   We  have  tried,  successfully,  many
ways to increase profits for the company and it has

paid off in the bonus system.

Another  as  yet  unexplored  way  to  save  money  is
in  maintenance costs  as a result  of carelessness or
unnecessary   damages.     I   refer   to   unauthorized
handling of power equipment, hammering on deli-
cate  machinery,   throwing  skids   and  cartons,   or
idle  door-kicking while seated in the washroom.

To  conform  to  Health  of  Animal  st.andards  and
our  own  safety  practices,  anything  damaged  must
be   repaired  at  once.     Our  maintenance  staff  is
busy day  and night doing their part to uphold our
tradition of quality  and cleanliness.

Many  repairs  made  are  due  to  natural  wear  and
tear.  But the direct and  indirect costs from repair-
jng  damage   from   other  causes   gets   higher   and
higher.     Here,  labour,  materials,  and  inconveni-
ence  increase  each  year.   There  is  a  way  to  relo-
Gate this money "from them to us".

If  we  exercise  a normal  amount of  care,  thought,
and just plain common sense, our maintenance bill
will  be  reduced.   This  could  have  far-reaching  ef-
fects;  greater  than  we  suspect.    Our  maintenance
staff   would   have   time   to   perform   preventative
maintenance  on  existing  machinery.   Money  now
spent on material could be used for more up-to-date
equipment  which  would  further  increase  profits.
More profit means more bonus.

We  ha`'e  all  read  how  the  new  bonus  is  going  to
\`'ork.     For  each   $500.000   lost   to   maintenance
costs   (for   an}'thing),   S20.00   comes   out   of   my

pocket.   \'o\`.  may.be  that`s  not  a  lot  of  money  to
}.ou,  but  to  me  it's  two  pairs  of  shoes  for  the  kids
or a month.s  free  driving.

This   article   \\.a`   origilitillr   siibmilled   lo   the   Siiggestion

Plail.      Tile   aiilhor,   a   male   employee,   wishes   lo   remain
(l n oli v lno I I s .



HenryBeben.aprofilebyshirleyhansen

Director of Marketing Henry Beben says that any-
one  like  himself  who  is  a  fan  of  the  Toronto  Ar-

gonauts  must  have  a philosophy.   "Oh  well,  there
is always next year."

There  is  something else  in his life to  which Henry
]nust  apply  that  same  philosophy,  but  it  isn't  his

job.

As  a comparative newcomer to Schneiders,  Henry
has made rapid progress.  Hired in September 1969
as  grocery products  sales  manager,  he  became  di-
rector of marketing less than 21/2  years later.

Henry  and  his  wife,  Caroll,  with  their two  daugh-
ters, Debbie  13, and Laura 9, moved from Toronto
to  Waterloo,  out  ne<ir  the  University.   Since  then
their third daughter, Alyson, was born.

"We enjoy living here  more  than  we  anticipated,"

says Henry, who has always lived in Toronto.   "We
like  the  small  town  atmosphere,  but  wc  are  still
close enough to Toronto to drive in to visit friends
or watch the Argos."

Henry  really enjoys his work,  but makes no  secret
that home comes first.

"Caroll and I were childhood sweethearts.  We met

when we were about  13, and were married when I
finished  high  school.     Marriage  has  given  me  a
sense  of  maturity  and  responsibility;  without  it  I
might not have the job I have today."

Henry  would like to see the  day when women are
accepted on  the  sales  force  at Schneiders.

"I  believe  they  would  do  a  very  good  job  for  us.

What I see tis a problem is not the company but the
customer.     Would  they  accept  it?     Then,  with  a
characteristic chuckle, "I think when they got used
to it they would find it very enjoyable."

Henry likes to think he is a liberal when he is asked

questions  concerning  the  traditional  roles  of  men
and  women,  yet  admits  that  what  he  says  would
not sound liberal.

"I don't view the world as one dominated by males.

Men  and  women  both  have  a  part,  but  just  as  in
any partnership,  each partner has a different func-
tion.   If a  woman wants to have a career as one Of
her responsibilities, that's fine.  I just think that she
should  make   her  prospective  husband  aware  of
this before the  wedding, so that he does not expect
anything  else.    It  isn't  fair  to  change  roles  half
Way.

I  believe that  a woman is far better equipped than
a  man to  raise  a family,  and  if  she  does  not want
to raise her own children, she is turning away from
one  of her  responsibilities.   A man who  refuses  to

go  to  work  to  provide  for  his  family  would  be
shirking  his  responsibi]ities  too."

Henry  appears  to  be  a  tolerant,  easy-going  man,
but there is one trait that turns him off-dishonesty.
"As human beings wc  all have our frailties, but we

have to accept them in each other.   However, I can
see no excuse for dishonesty and if I find  someone
has  not  been  honest  with  me,  then nothing makes
me madder."

Henry believes that enthusiasm is one of the major
keys to success, and wishes he could package it and

give  it  to  every  salesman  for  Christmas.

By  the  way,  Henry's  philosophy  about  the  Argos
also applies to the son he does not yet have!



People on the Move
Bill  Povey  appointed  to  the  Supervisory  Trainee
Program, eft`ective October 23

Rick Leblanc appointed to the Supervisory Trainee
Program, effective October 23

Jim  Gies   appointed  to  the  Supervisory  Trainee
Program, eff'ective October 23

Ron  Baird  appointed  to  the  Supervisory  Trainee
Program, effective October 30

Alan  Staff  appointed  to  the  Supervisory  Trainee
Program, effective October 30

Donald   Andrcws   appointed   to   the   Supervisory
Trainee Program,  effective November  13

Howard  Gastmeier  appointed  to  the  Supervisory
Trainee  Program,  ef{`ective  November  20

Larry   Kaminska   appointed   to   the   Supervisory
Trainee Program,  effective  November  20

Roy  Holm  appointed  to  the  Supervisory  Trainee
Program,  effective November 22

Peter Wilson promoted to assistant foreman, effec-
tive October 9

William   Gilmour  employed  as   assistant  to  Don
Weidman, President, Weidman Food Distributors,
effective October 10

John Freund appointed production foreman,  Ayr,
effective October  16

Chris   Sheppard  promoted   to  foreman,   effective
October 30

Brian Eckert appointed project specialist, effective
October 30

AI Savela appointed traffic  manager,  Western Op-
erations, effective October 30

Lorne  Anthony  appointed  traffic  manager,  East-
ern Operations, effective October 30

Werner   Oswald  promoted  to  assistant  foreman,
effective November  13

John  Martindale  promoted  to  assistant  foreman,
effective November 13

James  Yanke  promoted  to  assistant  foreman,  ef-
fective November 20

Gerald Malone promoted to assistant foreman, ef-
fective November 20

William  Kreutzweiscr  appointed  systems  and pro-

gramming supervisor, eft`ective November 20

RETIREMENT
Katy  bid  adieu  to  her  co-workers  in  the  Poultry
department  on  T\Tovember  17,  and  started  a  new
and well earned retired life.

Katy  had  been  here  for   16  years  and  was  never
once late, a record of which to be proud.

Elizabeth  Schmidt,   representing   the  department,

gave  Katy  a  GrLicn  wrist  watch.   S.E.A.  President
Bill  Van  Hcugten  gave  a  ten  dollar  bill  in  an  en-

graved wallet.

Ken  Murray  presented  the   severance  cheque   to
Katy,  and in thanking her for her efforts on behalf
of  the  company  for  16  years,  added  a  `well  done'
to the department as a group.

From  now  on  Katy  expects  to  be  able  to  spend
more time at two of her favourite hobbies, knitting
and  baking.   (Her  specialty is Black Forest Cake.)

We  take  this  opportunity  to  wish  both  Katy  and
her  husband   many  happy   and  healthy  ye.ars  of
retirement.

Kathy (Katy) Nagy

36  members  were  welcomed  to  the  25  Year  Club
in   October.     The  new  members   were  presented
with gold watches and 25 year pins at a dinner held
at the Coronet Hotel, Kitchener.



Guest Column by danielle le pichouron
"Women have  brains!"   Does that surprise  any of

you?   Yes,  women have brains and so far that has
not been fully recognized in the business world.

I am against  almost all `women's lib'   movements.
They  do  not accomplish  anything except  to  show
their inner revolt to the  world.   I  strongly  believe
that  it  is  up  to  each woman  individually  to  work
hard and prove  that  she is not a second class em-

ployee.

The  eagerness  Of  a  woman  to  climb  the  business
ladder  comes  from  the fact that many  men  make
her feel she is nothing but a `sex object', inferior in
everything.   In  fact,  this  treatment  stimulates  her
to prove she is not.   In many cases, women in busi-
ness  do  a  better job than their male counterparts.
Why?   Because  they  have  to  work  harder  than  a
man  in  order to  be  recognized.   A  woman  has  to
learn how to be as aggressive as a man and yet stay
feminine!   Alas!   Many cannot make  it because  it
is a lot to expect from anyone.

Don't misunderstand me,  we  do  not wish to com-

pete  against men,  but with them.   In other words,
it  is  brain  against  brain,  not  woman  against  man.
Many  men  resent  it  very  deeply  if  a  woman  gets

the job they  were seeking - it hurts!   You think
right away it is unfair.  You feel that she would be
better off in her kitchen!   Do you know how often
a woman is refused a job simply because of her sex?

All  over  the  world,  there  are  many  examples  of
successful women.   Unfortunately,  here  at Schnei-
ders we do not yet have a woman in management.
How much  o±` it  is our fault as women?   Have  we
earned the right to such promotion?

In  business,  I  think  a  woman  should  continue  to
look feminine.   By that, I do not mean `sexy'.

Her appearance  and outlook must call for respect
and  admiration.    The  way  she  dresses  can  show
who and what she is.   Ladies, don't come to work
dressed as  if you were going to a party.   Use your
common sense.

No matter who you are or what job you are doing,
do not be  afraid  to  discuss  any idea with  your su-

pervisor.   Show  him  that  you to  can  think.   Your
job is as important as his; after all, you neeed each
other.   Identify  yourself as  not  `just a  woman'  but
as  an  employee  whose  collaboration  in  the  com-

pany is  valuable.

All  around  the  world  the  subject of  equality  is  a
very  touchy  and  complex  topic.    In  my  opinion,
men  and  women  will  never  be  equal,  due  to  our
different physiology.   But if men want to be happy
with  us,  they  should  stop  treating  us  as  inferiors.
After all, if we are able to raise the men of tomor-
row  .  .  .  and that  is  quite  a  job  .  .  .  we  cannot  be
that brainless.

All  employees,  regardless  of  their  sex,  have  the
right  to  expect  the  same  opportunity  for  recogni-
tion.   Women  jn general are waiting for proof that
they are treated equally.   Then, they will be happy.
Every   organization  can  benefit  from   developing
the  potential  they  have  in their female  employees.

By  now,  gentlemen,  you  may  think  that  I  hate
men in general -I don't!   I have no prejudice.   I
wish  only  justice  -  and  that  is  the  intention  Of
this article.

Danielle  calne  to  Cunada iron.  Brittany,  France  in  1951.
Slie  is  a  program analyst, ai.d  I.as  been  with  this  company
sil.ce  1969.
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MARRIAGES

Murdock Macdonald to Charlene Forwall, July 22

Raymond Gauthier to Celine Gravel, Sept. 2

Bryan Schmitt to Marie Vizzaccaro,  Sept.  9

Marilyn Jantzi to David Gerber, Scpt. 9

James Sloat to RoseMarie Regina,  Sept.15

Gertrude Culp to Hubert Madcr, Sept. 22

William Daub to Lorraine Gerth, Sept. 23

Benjamin Lang to Madeline Lucy Wahl, Oct. 6

James Kenkel to Heather Janice, Oct. 7

Marie  K.ienapple to Mike Eleveld,  Oct.  7

Douglas Hammer to Audrey Reiko, Oct. 9

Desmond Recoskie to Delores Olsleskie, Oct.  14

Georgina Ricard to Claudc Labrecque, Oct. 20

Robert King to Elizabeth Rose Harmer Oct.  21

Reg MacMurran to Brenda Amlinger, Oct. 27

Kenneth Douglas to Faye Foerster, Oct.  27

Donna Aspden to David Simon, Nov. 4

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Pfeffer, a son, Larry Jon,
August 21

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick MCDonnell, a daughter,
Colleen, September 27

Mr.   and  Mrs.   Hugh  Mccormick,   a  son,  Allan
Wayne, October  10

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Gerry  H.  Kestle,  a  daughter,  Lisa
Anne, November 1

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Dennis  Mank,  a  son,  Christopher
William, November  11

Mr. and Mrs. Randall Kirch, a son, Gregory,
November  1 1

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dosman, a son, Kevin
Michael, November 12

DEATH

We  regret  the  passing  of  Maitland  Coleman  on
October  16 at the age of 61.
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WHAIT'S  GOING ON HERE?

THE   DUTCH   GIRL

A bi-monthly Publication for
J. M. Schneider employees.

Editor:  Shirley Hansen.

Photographer: Bill  Daub.

Volume5-6.

*   it's our float for the  1972  santa claus parade

*   there  are  200  man  hours  of  work  in  the  floa:.
and less than $ 100 worth of material

*   constructed mainly of styrofoam, parts of it can
be used again, the rest will be scrapped

*   artists who designed and manufactured the float
are harold dyer,  walter ozaruk, brian shushack
and egon siebert

*  the happy dog and fiddle playing cat are pamela
and  christopher  schneider,   daughter  and  son
of howie


